home and mother, and so forth. This they rather enjoy: indeed,
they finish it quite successfully. With soothed nerves, they talk
a little, drink a little, then begin to joke a little and swagger a
little; finally bursting into a most martial and devil-may-care
song of the conquests that await them when the sword and the
bowl and the admiration of women shall be their only occupa-
tions. They get through two verses without crying; and then
the man in the middle falls on the neck of his comrade, and
howls openly and pitifully.
Then I understand the papers in their hatbands. They are
conscripts, newly drawn, and on their way to their service. They
get off at the next pier. And I remember no more of that evening
on Lake Como than if my own embarkation and landing had
never taken place.
My memory comes to the surface again years later, on a
threatening evening at Malta, where I am being rushed by an
Orient liner between the lines of the British Mediterranean
squadron. Ahead is darkness and a dirty sea. I do not want to
get there; but the Captain does, being a better sailor than I,
and on business besides. The fleet drops behind; and the harbor
lights are shut off as we turn to the right (starboard, we lands-
men call it). As the open sea catches us, we reel almost off our
sea-legs, and shake in our pipeclayed shoes, which we wear as
piously on the ship as we wear blackened shoes on the land.
The pipeclay gives somebody a lot of trouble, and is bad for
his lungs; but he would not respect us as gentlemen if we did
not insist on it. After all, I am able to appear at the half-deserted
dinner that evening; and though the fiddles are on the tables,
and the two ladies to windward are twice bowled at me as at a
wicket, I eat, drink, and am merry with less misgiving than I
had expected. But the weather retains its dirty look; and I am
not sorry when we reach Gibraltar, where two persons corne on
board. The first puts up printed notices that any person daring
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